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Abstract—Fast reservation list-to-send (FRLS) medium access 
control (MAC) protocol is proposed to apply to wireless networks 
with long propagation delay. In the protocol, a central control 
node (CCN) is applied to allocate the channel resources of two 
channels, and all the nodes transmit packets over the two chan-
nels without collision. Packet train transmission mechanism en-
sures that a number of packets are transmitted continuously with 
small guard interval and just a one-way propagation delay. Once 
a node successfully reserves the channel resources for a commu-
nication session, it can transmit the whole message without the 
need of any other reservations, which gain high utilization of the 
channels. Moreover, CCN can provide uniform time benchmark 
to make the network working in an asynchronous fashion. Simu-
lation results show that FRLS protocol outperforms centralized 
scheduling-based MAC (CSMAC) protocol in terms of through-
put, average packet access delay and average packet dropping 
rate, and effectively resolves low channel utilization problem due 
to long propagation delay. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Medium access control protocol solves the problem that 

multiple users or multiple nodes share the channel resources 
to transmit the traffic packets. A better MAC protocol must 
make sure that it has relatively higher channel throughput, 
lower packet access delay, and the fairness of using the 
channel resources. Besides, we need to consider the stabil-
ity and complexity of the protocol in the process of its de-
sign. 

MAC protocol always can be divided into three catego-
ries, i.e., fixed allocation, random allocation and on-demand 
allocation [1]. Fixed allocation divides one channel into a 
number of mutually independent sub-channels. In the 
communication process, one of the sub-channels will be 
allocated to each user. The typical examples are FDMA, 
TDMA and CDMA. It provides with reliable service and it 
applies to the network with higher traffic continuity and 
real-time requirement. For burst traffic or under the circum-
stances the nodes do not transmit packets for a long time, 
fixed allocation will incur large waste of channel resources.  

Random allocation is the kind of access control that all 

the nodes sense the channel to decide whether it is being 
used or free. If the channel is free, the nodes with packets to 
send can obtain the right to use the channel to transmit the 
data in random time delay. ALOHA [2] protocol series and 
CSMA [3] [4] protocol series are all random allocation 
protocols. This kind of access method applies to deal with 
burst traffic or small traffic load network. In this case, it can 
achieve shorter access delay and higher channel utilization. 
Besides, random allocation resolves channel resources 
waste problem. However, it incurs packets collision prob-
lems caused by exposed terminal, hidden terminal and in-
trusion terminal. Thus, the average packet delay gets longer, 
channel throughput decreases and the performance of ac-
cess gets worse when there are heavy packets collisions in 
the network. 

On-demand allocation is also called reservation access 
method or non-competitive method such as PRMA and 
DAMA [5]. An example of the on-demand allocation is 
polling mechanism. The station polls every node according 
to certain cycle sequence to see whether they have packets 
to transmit. If the node being polled has packet to transmit, 
the node has the right to access to the channel to transmit its 
packet as soon as possible. Otherwise, it polls another node. 
Non-competitive method resolves the problem of channel 
resources wasting and the long access delay caused by con-
tention. However, if there is small traffic load in the net-
work, polling mechanism will increase the overhead and 
induce lower channel resources utilization.  

A good MAC protocol is generally a combination of 
random allocation and on-demand allocation. 

In this paper, we propose a MAC protocol for wireless 
networks, especially for the network with long propagation 
delay. The proposed protocol allows network to transmit a 
number of packets derived from different nodes continu-
ously during a transmission period. So we call the protocol 
fast reservation list-to-send multiple access protocol. If 
there are multiple handshakes in a packet transmission pe-
riod, propagation delay will have a greater impact on mak-
ing good use of the limited channel resources, especially in 
the aeronautical communication network, satellite commu-
nication network and deep space communication network. 
The proposed FRLS protocol will solve the long propaga-
tion delay problem. 
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The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In section 
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Ⅱ, the network model of FRLS protocol is described. In 
Section III, the details of the FRLS protocol is discussed. 
The performance evaluation is carried out in Section IV and 
an extended set of results for networks with different pa-
rameters is presented. Section V draws a conclusion of the 
paper. 

II. NETWORK MODEL 

The network consists of a central control node and a 
number of neighbor nodes. The central control node has a 
full-duplex transceiver. The rest of the nodes each only have 
a half-duplex transceiver. There are two traffic channels to 
transmit packets in the network. Every node in the network 
is just one-hop or two-hop distance between each other. If 
the nodes are multi-hop distance between each other, clus-
tering approach [7] will be used to group nodes to clusters. 
A cluster is a subset of nodes which can communicate with 
a cluster head and with each other. CCN located at the cen-
ter of the network and it is neighbor node of any other 
nodes and can directly communicate with them. The source 
node’s traffic packets are transmitted to the destination node 
with the help of CCN. Neighbor nodes can’t communicate 
with each other directly. As CCN broadcasts start reserva-
tion (SR) signal which can provide a coarse synchronization 
to the network, allowing network working in asynchronous 
transfer mode. CCN and neighbor nodes transmit traffic 
packets simultaneously in two different channels and colli-
sion will not occur. Neighbor nodes are always in the sec-
ond channel to listen or to receive the packets coming from 
CCN except when they are in the period of reservation or 
transmitting their own traffic packets in the first channel.  

The time slots that CCN distributes to the neighbor 
nodes with packets to send include transmitting time, trans-
ceiver conversion time and necessary time interval to avoid 
disturbance. Channel overhead mainly comes from traffic 
packet propagation delay, the transmission time of SR sig-
nal, transmission time of access reservation (AR) packet 
and access result distribution time (AD). Relative to the 
long propagation delay, signal processing delay can be ig-
nored. As there is a CCN to allocate the time slots, channel 
resources can be full use of and avoid collision. Without 
taking channel error into consideration, packet-dropping 
rate is zero in the process of transmission. The pack-
et-dropping is caused by heavy traffic load. As a result, 
traffic packet has to be discarded in a long time delay. 

III. FRLS PROTOCOL 

In FRLS protocol, CCN takes on the advantage of 
transmitting and receiving in different channel simultane-
ously and it coordinates the competitive access and traffic 
packet transmission of neighbor nodes, so the protocol 
avoid the adverse effect of low throughput resulting from 
long propagation delay.  

Fig.1 shows the timing diagram for the FRLS protocol. 

In the beginning of a frame, CCN sets up the number of 
contention access reservation time slot ( AR ) based on the 
current number of success access nodes and free channel 
resources. The details of the protocol are as follows.  
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the number of free transmission time slots in the current 
frame, the largest number of transmission time slots in a 
frame and the number of nodes successful access to the 
channel before the new period of reservation. The symbol n 
represents a coefficient which can be set according to the 
specific requirements of the network. The value n ranges 
from 2 to 5. The specific value of n is based on the reserva-
tion collision. If the collision is heavy, increase the value of 
n. Otherwise, lower the value of n. The aim of changing the 
value of n is to improve channel throughput without se-
verely affecting the probability of competitive reservation 
success.  
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Fig. 1. FRLS protocol timing diagram.  
After setting up AR , CCN transmits SR signal to all of 

the nodes in the first channel to inform them of starting 
competitive reservation. Next, after the propagation delay p , 
nodes receive the SR packet in the first channel (CH1) and 
the nodes with traffic packets to send choose one of the AR 
packets randomly to send reservation signal to CCN in CH1 
to reserve the channel resources. Following the transmis-
sion of AR packets, all of the nodes turn to the second 
channel (CH2) to receive the result of reservation. CCN 
announces the results by sending AD packets to the reser-
vation nodes after having received AR packets from neigh-
bor nodes. If the node reserves successfully, CCN will al-
locate channel resources to the node. If fails, CCN notifies 
it to reserve in the next frame and the failed nodes will turn 
to CH1 to sense the signal from CCN. All of the information 
is carried by AD packets. The successful nodes still stay in 
CH2 to receive the traffic packets transmitted by CCN and 
get ready to turn to CH1 to transmit its own traffic packets 
when the allocated time slot comes. Before neighbor node 
transmits its own traffic packets, we need to judge whether 
all of the packets of the node have been transmitted. If so, 
the node transmits a packet to notify CCN and CCN will 
not allocate channel resources to it any more. Otherwise, 
the node transmits its traffic packet by using the allocated 
channel resources. After transmitting the traffic packet, the 
node turns to CH2 to receive CCN’s packets. Finally, judge 
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whether the frame is finish. If not, the next successful res-
ervation node will transmit its packet following the former 
successful node. Otherwise, all of the nodes turn to CH1 to 
sense the signal from CCN and the next frame starts. 

In the protocol, the node can choose AR time slot ran-
domly with the same possibility or according to certain 
probability distribution. We take random selection method 
in the following simulation. There is an issue need to be 
taken into consideration. When CCN transmits traffic pack-
et to a node in CH2, however, the right node is transmitting 
its packet in CH1. This case needs to be avoided. If not, the 
node can’t receive CCN’s packet successfully. This problem 
can be solved under CCN’s coordination. Besides, for the 
nodes that has reserved successfully and not all of its cur-
rent traffic packets have been transmitted, they do not have 
to reserve in the next frame and they use the former channel 
resources allocated by CCN. As AR packet is short and set 
up according to the free channel resources, the overhead is 
low and the channel throughput is high. According to the 
protocol, the throughput of CH1 and CH2 are as follows. 
 

                                 (1) 
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The symbols , , SR , AR , pkt , AD , Rb, de-
note the largest number of traffic packets which can be 
transmitted in a frame in CH1, the largest number of traffic 
packets which can be transmitted in a frame in CH2, a SR 
packet transmission time, a AR packet transmission time, a 
traffic packet transmission time, a AD packet transmission 
time and the date rate or the channel.  
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FRLS protocol is the combination of random alloca-
tion and non-competitive allocation. It overcomes the low 
channel throughput and long access delay problem caused 
by long propagation delay. First, the protocol use random 
allocation method to send a short AR packet to reserve the 
right to use the channel. In the process of reservation, AR 
packets collision is possible to occur. But the collision only 
happens in the AR packets rather than data packets. If the 
reservation successes, CCN allocates channel resources to 
the successful nodes, then the traffic packets will be trans-
mitted without collision. There are not exposed terminal, 
hidden terminal and intrusion terminal issues in FRLS pro-
tocol. The proposed protocol has merits of easy handshak-
ing mechanism, low control overhead, high channel 
throughput and short access delay. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this paper, we use C language to simulate and evalu-
ate the performance of FRLS protocol. In order to verify the 
validity of FRLS protocol to solve the problem of long 
propagation delay, we will compare FRLS protocol with 

CSMAC protocol which is newly proposed in literature [6]. 
We mainly consider these three performances under differ-
ent conditions: channel throughput, average packet access 
delay and average packet dropping rate. The so called 
channel throughput in the paper represents the amount of 
information transmitted per unit time. We mainly discuss 
the impact of the largest number of packets in a message 
(Pmax), Npkt and the length of packet (Lpkt) on FRLS protocol 
in the following simulation. 
A. Simulation Environment 

All of the neighbor nodes in the network randomly dis-
tribute in a radius of 1km area and the central control node 
locates in the center of the region. The communication ra-
dius is 1km. So, all the neighbor nodes in the network are 
just one-hop or two-hop distance between each other. In the 
simulation, we use satellite communication network as the 
simulation context to set up the parameters. In satellite 
communication network, propagation delay can be about 
2.5ms. Each station in the network communicates directly 
with the CCN at a data rate (Rb) of 1Mbps. There are two 
channels in FRLS protocol, but just one channel in CSMAC 
protocol. In order to ensure the overall data rate of the two 
protocols equaling to each other, we set date rate of each 
channel of FRLS protocol to be 0.5Mbit/s. Other parame-
ters are set as follows. tp=2.5ms, Npkt=Npkt

’=20, tpkt=1ms, 

ADARSR msttt 02.0 , Pmax=5. The traffic packets of each 
node are generated by Poisson stochastic process. The 
number of packets in each message is stochastic integer 
ranging from 1 to Pmax. 
B. The Impact of Different Pmax on Network Performance 

Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the impact of different Pmax 
on network performance of FRLS protocol. In the simula-
tion run, we set Pmax to 1, 3 and 5. There are 50 nodes in the 
network, and packet length is set to 1kbits. Then we get the 
simulation results as the figures mentioned above showed. 
We can see that FRLS protocol far outperforms CSMAC 
protocol in throughput and average packet dropping rate. 
And when Pmax is larger than 1, average packet access delay 
of FRLS protocol is smaller than CSMAC protocol’s. Fur-
thermore, with the increase of Pmax, FRLS protocol’s 
throughput decreases when the traffic load has not saturated, 
but slightly increases when the traffic load has saturated. 
Average packet access delay decreases with the increase of 
Pmax. Because of FRLS protocol’s list-to-send mechanism, 
nodes can transmit 20 packets with just one reservation 
period and a one-way propagation delay in a transmission 
period. And once a node reserves the channel successful, it 
can transmit all of its packet trains without a second reser-
vation. However, CSMAC protocol adopts binary exponen-
tial backoff mechanism and every time it transmits a packet, 
there will be a propagation delay. So, FRLS protocol well 
solves long propagation delay problem and gets high 
throughput and small access delay. Especially, with the 
increase of Pmax, the advantage of FRLS protocol to solve 
propagation delay problem is more obvious. To make sure 
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the traffic load equal to each other in different Pmax, we ad-
just the arrival rate f every node. If Pmax is smaller, there 
will be more packets to send in every node and throughput 
will increase when traffic load is under saturation. It is be-
cause that there are more free channel resources used to 
transmit data and the utilization of the channel increases.  
Moreover, with the control of CCN, there is not collision in 
the transmission period of FRLS protocol. But CSMAC 
protocol is not a collision free protocol. So, FRLS protocol 
outperforms CSMAC protocol in average packet dropping 
rate. Through the analysis, we can say that if the Pmax is set 
to a proper value, FRLS protocol can get a better perform-
ance in the application.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C. The Impact of Different Npkt on Network Performance 

We set the number of the nodes to be 50 and Npkt to 
be 10, 15, 20 and 25. The simulation results are shown in 
Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig.7. We can see that FRLS protocol far 
outperforms CSMAC protocol in throughput, access delay 
and average packet dropping rate, no matter what the value 

of Npkt is. It can be seen from Fig.5 that Npkt hardly effects 
channel throughput and average packet access delay when 
traffic load has not saturated. But when traffic load get lar-
ger, throughput increases and average packet delay de-
creases with the increase of Npkt . It is because that the 
throughput FRSL MAC protocol is mainly affected by 
propagation delay when traffic load is heavy. If there are 
more packets sent in a frame, the proportion of propagation 
delay is smaller in the frame. So the throughput becomes 
higher. Fig.6 shows that Npkt have little effect on average 
access delay when the traffic load is low. It is because that 
all packets are generated evenly in time and they are able to 
quickly and effectively contend channel resources at differ-
ent time period. When traffic load increases, not all of the 
packets can effectively get the right to access to channel 
successfully. With the increase of Npkt, more nodes can use 
the channel resources to transmit the packets in a frame and 
fewer nodes need to wait for the next frame to contend the 
channel resources. So, traffic packets can be sent timely and 
average packet access delay becomes lower. But, if Npkt is 
large enough, the difference will be subtle.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Average packet access delay with different Pmax. 

Fig. 3. Throughput with different Pmax. 

Fig. 4. Average packet dropping rate with different Pmax. 

Fig 5. Throughput with different Npkt.

Fig. 6. Average packet delay with different Npkt. 

Fig. 7. Average packet dropping rate with different Npkt. 



D. The Impact of Lpkt on Network Performance 
It can be seen from Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig.10 that chan-

nel throughput gets higher, average packet access delay gets 
longer and average packet dropping rate gets smaller when 
packet length (Lpkt) gets longer in FRLS protocol. However, 
the average packet access delay of CSMAC protocol de-
creases with the increase of packet length. When Lpkt is 
smaller than 1.3kbits, FRLS protocol outperforms CSMAC 
protocol in both throughput and delay. With the increasing 
of the traffic packet length, the proportion of valid date in a 
frame will get larger and the negative impact on channel 
throughput coming from reservation overhead and long 
propagation delay will become smaller. So the throughput 
gets higher. However, longer traffic packets, which means 
the length of each frame gets larger, will lead to the nodes 
with packets to send but having not yet access successfully 
to the channel needs to wait longer to contend to access in 
the next frame. As a result, average packet access delay of 
FRLS protocol gets larger. To CSMAC protocol, it will not 
be affected by list-to-send mechanism. The most important 
factors that affect delay are propagation delay and packets 
arrival rate. With the increase of Lpkt , both the proportion of 
propagation delay in a frame and packets arrival rate de-
creases. Collision rate will decrease at the same time. Thus, 
average packet access delay of CSMAC protocol decreases.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 9. Average packet access delay with different Lpkt.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10. Average packet dropping rate with different Lpkt. 
 

V. CONCLUSION REFERENCES 

 A MAC protocol is proposed for wireless network with 
long propagation delay such as satellite communication 
network, aeronautical communication network and deep 
space communication network in the paper. In the control 
of CCN, the network can work in an asynchronous fashion. 
The key idea is that there are two channels to transmit a 
number of packets in a frame with random reservation. 
Easy handshaking method and packet train transmission 
mechanism efficiently decrease the negative impact on 
channel throughput caused by long propagation delay. Be-
sides, the average packet access delay is short and average 
packet dropping rate is low due to collision free. The pro-
tocol resolves the problem of the negative impact on the 
performance of network caused by long propagation delay.  
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Fig. 8. Saturated throughput with different Lpkt.  




